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them. Heroic simplicity, burning passion and tragic
grandeur have eluded him. The subjective note never
sounds clear and straight. He talks about love in all his
works, surrounding it with flowery verbiage. It is however
not a living, human reality. Its passion, its surrender and
its anguish are beyond his creative art In the same way,
heroic passions are belauded, but not presented in action!
The art which makes characters human has never been his.
One of the features of extreme romanticism in literature is
to indulge in an extravagance of words, images and ideas,
and to refrain from the living human contact, lest the feet
may touch the earth. It is found in Nanalal's works to a
remarkable degree.
Nanalal's works are the products of the Samskrtic
revival, with its glowing love for the past. Mansukhram
represented it in language, Govardhanram in social philo-
sophy, and Nanalal in the field of literary art. His works are
alembics in which modern imagination is being fused with
the golden elements of the Samskrtic. The result is often
not very artistic for, the solvent of a vivid creative imagina-
tion is lacking. In a brilliant prose rhapsody like the essav^
on BrUhmanatva, and in his lecture on Indian History, we
see him struggling through a mist of enthusiastic eulogies
towards a vision of the Aryan spirit; but in his imagina-
tive works, many of which are staged in the very midst of
Puranic materials, he is so oppressed with their glare and
profusion, that he misses their underlying beauty, rhythm
and sublimity.
XIV
His Ushu is a story of little merit, but his other prose
works contain some inspiring passages. His earlier prose
style exhibits great distinction; but, in his later works,
the prose is encroached upon by artificial arrangement
or is broken up into verbless, fragmentary phrases or
bare lists of names and events. Verbosity obscures both
language and thought His articles and addresses on
Gujaratl poets present efforts at creative interpretation
Part I of the biography of his father, Kav&vara Dalpatram>
is a fulsome tribute paid by a deyoted and admiring son.

